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 Note by Brian D. Hill on declaration.pdf(~421 KB)
 DECLARATION AND EXECUTION OF TENTH AMENDMENT AUTHORITY(4)NAME.pdf(~452 KB)
 DECLARATION AND EXECUTION OF TENTH AMENDMENT BLANK FORM.docx (~16 KB)
Thomas Renz,
My son would like for you to have this signed legal document, legal document template form, and
an additional note from my son as to why he had worked on this form and declaration. He
informed me that he received a vision, he said he believes and feels that it came from God, a
vision of a legal document he was working on saying he doesn't recognize the WHO and WEF.
He saw it as clear as day and he insisted on me giving this document to you since your fighting
the medical tyranny from the WEF and WHO. He has signed his name like Thomas Jefferson and
George Washington on the Declaration of Independence back in 1776, and as well as Patrick
Henry who advocated for the Bill of Rights be added to the Constitution. Please read them and
use the template for publishing on your website, to peacefully and legally declare as each
American citizen that we only recognize the authority of the Constitution and not a foreign
authority. We had the 1776 American Revolution which led to the war against invader Great
Britain because that foreign authority made decisions not in the best interests of the thirteen
colonies which became the American people. The foreign power only made decisions benefiting
the foreign power but not of the people who lived off the land. So we need to allow each American
person individually to make that declaration, under the tenth amendment, make that decision as
each and every informed citizen.
Please acknowledge receipt. God bless you.
You can share this with other attorneys if you feel that they need to consider giving out similar
forms to those pro se who wish to declare that we the people do not recognize any international
authority taking our sovereignty away. We are a country with a lot of experts and resources. We
do not need an international authority to deal with emergency medical health, and to deal with
any emergencies. Unless we end up in a severe dire situation where we need foreign help, we do
not need a foreign country telling us what to do. We can handle our country ourselves and do not
need to take away our sovereignty to where we have no Constitution and have no Bill of rights.
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Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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